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9. Investigation outcome
~S, please go to Question JO
.
.
0, please complete Section 9.2 and then go to Quest10n 11

9.1

Were you able to make a finding4 for
each allegation of reportable
conduct.?

9.2a

For those allegations where you were unable to make a finding please state your reasons:

\lt,J~~ K..v-l~~

/t-V:.-

~

~~

\.At.I l\/Jt-(1,,,e,,p~

'~~.,-~~~~
p~

9.2b

4

For those allegations where you were able to make a finding, please complete Question- I 0 for each
allegation

For more information about making a finding, including not being able to make finding go to Praclice Upda1e 112009- Making a finding
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10. Agency Finding for the purposes of reporting to the Commission for Children and
Young People

10.1

Fin di_,

Category of conduct

CCYP requirement

[J('"AJieged reportable conduct
was found to be - sustained

0
0

These findings require notification
to the CCYP as a relevant
employment proceeding (REP)

0

Alleged reportable conduct
was found to be - not
sustained, insufficient
evidence

~ual offence
firSexual misconduct
D Behaviour causing
psychological harm

D Neglect
D

Alleged conduct was found to be:
D Exempted due to Class or
Kind agreement with the
CCYP, but was:

0
D

D
D
0
D
10.2

Sustained

Not sustained
Not reportable conduct5

Physical assault

Ill-treatment

D Physical assault
0
0

Sexual offence

0

Behaviour causing
psychological harm

D
D

Neglect

Sexual misconduct

Ill-treatment

False
Vexatious and without
substance
,
Misconceived

State the reason(s) for your finding(s):

1'-Y-

>

~

Was the matter sent to the CCYP?
What category was the matter reported as?

10.4

1

~~~·~er+...<

_,-·

10.3

These findings are not reportable to
the CCYP as REPs

0No

~ory 1 0

Category 2

State your reasons for the CCYP category:

\r

I 0.5

Date sent to CCYP:

~-· 9·

'"°

Note: Please attach a copy of the CCYP notification fonn

5

.lncludes trivial or negligible use of force, the behaviour was reasonable for the circumstances, or the behaviour was accidental, or that it was
misconduct, but not reportable conduct.
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